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Problem

Given an information extraction specification
and view/document update languages how
can source documents be updated to produce
the modified extracted view?

Information Extraction

Information extraction identifies and isolates
words and phrases within documents and
presents them as relational tables in order to re-
veal the relationships among those text fragments
in structured form [1].

JAPE

JAPE [2] is a well-established rule-based extrac-
tion language. Running a JAPE program in-
volves executing a set of matching rules, written
as regular expressions over annotations that label
edges in a rooted directed acyclic graph.

Robust Extractors

A given extraction algorithm is robust if it pro-
duces expected records from a legitimately mod-
ified document, all possible input document col-
lections, all entries in the extracted table, and all
values in each entry’s domain.

Characterization of Robust
Extractors

STRICT

An extractor is strict if for every possible in-
put document, the set of extracted values in
the corresponding record is a subset of words
and phrases appearing in the input.

COMPUTABLE

A strict extractor is computable if for all pos-
sible input documents and corresponding ex-
tracted attributes, we have access to lineage of
the attributes are extracted.

STABLE

With a stable extractor, changing values in ap-
propriate positions in a document affects only
the expected attribute in the extracted record.

Figure 1: Two components are added to extraction process.

Proposition

For any strict, computable, and stable extrac-
tor X : D → R, there exists an algorithm
A(F , D, PX (D, j)) such that for all indexed sets
of domain preserving functions F = {fi|fi :
Wi → Wi, where i ∈ [1 . . . T ]} and any doc-
ument D ∈ D, A(F , D, PX (D, j)) produces DPF
in such way that F (X (D)) = X (DPF).

Figure 2: The goal is to find a translation of updates over
extracted view to updates over documents.

Claim

For any information extraction algorithm X hav-
ing the aforementioned properties, Algorithm 1
produces DPF in such a way that F (X (D))=
X (DPF).

Input: F , D, j → PX (D, j)
Output: DPF
DPF ← D
for j ∈ [1 . . . T ] do
for 〈a, b〉 ∈ PX (D, j) do
replace D[a, b] ∈ DPF by fj(D[a, b])

end
end
return DPF

Algorithm 1: Updating a document.

VERIFICATION OF JAPE
PROGRAMS

Figure 3: The verifier statically analyses regular expressions
to determine whether an extractor is stable.

Figure 4: Main steps of the JAPE verifier.

Results
•Every JAPE program that contains only
simple rules has the strict property.

•Every strict JAPE program is computable.
•A JAPE program that does not have any
domain inconsistency or problematic
overlaps is stable.

Conclusion

•We introduce the extracted view update
problem.

•We formalize the notion of robust extraction
algorithms.

•We propose three properties for robust
extractors.

•We design an algorithm that modifies the
input document. The modified document can
be fed into the extractor to produce the
updated extracted view.

•We present the essentials for designing a
verification process for robustness of programs
written in a significant subset of JAPE
language.
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